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SHORT SYNOPSIS: Four friends hike into the
Pinewood Forest to find evidence of the
Chupacabra, an ancient creature believed to
be responsible for the disappearance of four
experienced hikers a year earlier. As they journey
deeper into the forest their innocent search
uncovers more then they had ever hoped for, and
with it a darkness that threatens to consume their
very existence.
LONG SYNOPSIS: One year after a group of
experienced hikers went missing in the Pinewood
Forest, Amber, an eager crypto enthusiast leads a
backpacking trip to retrace their last steps in order
to find evidence of the cryptic creature she believes
responsible, the Chupacabra. With the help of her
three friends Morgan, the sarcastic skeptic, Joe
the sexually repressed love interest and Dave
the videographer, they embark on a seemingly
innocent expedition.
Ignoring the warnings from a peculiar gas station
owner and an eccentric park ranger, Amber and
Joe convince everyone to trek on despite the
forewarning dangers, labeling them as proofs of a
cover up conspiracy meant to thwart their mission.
As soon as they enter the trail they discover a
number of intriguing findings. Everything seems

to be going as planned. Moral is high, evidence is
archived and the truth is slowly unravelling. But
as the sun sets and the encroaching shadows
dissipate into darkness circumstances take a turn
for the worse. Amber’s health declines, Morgan
injures his arm, and the sounds in the forest creep
into an uncomfortable proximity.
Tensions rise as Amber leads them deeper into
the forest. Her quest for the truth takes on an
unhealthy obsession after Dave’s camera captures
undeniable images of a creature lurking in the
forest. A wandering man in the night adds to the
mystery, sending the team on high alert.
The team is stretched, pulled apart and fragmented
as Morgan’s arm festers and the Chupacabra’s
existence becomes increasingly difficult to disprove.
Apprehension forces Morgan and Dave to abandon
their friends in the middle of the night. Not willing to
give up Amber stands her ground with Joe by
her side.
As the bodies pile up Morgan is chased into a trap
where he learns a hard truth, Joe’s desire is fulfilled
but met with dire consequences, and Amber finally
finds what she has been searching for. One by one
they are hunted down, their survival tested, their
lives hanging in the balance of fear, friendship, disbelief
and horror.

DIRECTOR: MATTHEW MCWILLIAMS
“Chupacabra Territory is a raw found footage survival film inspired by its early
predecessors. As humans we are attracted to the wonders that surround us
everyday. We have a fundamental instinct to reach the top of the mountain, solve
the mystery and find the buried truth. My love of the Chupacabra was incubated
from these questions, born from my love of the outdoors, and nurtured by the
wonder of what lies within the dark underbrush.”

MATTHEW McWILLIAMS is a professional writer, director and producer living

in Los Angeles. He is known for his Directorial debut indie horror film Chupacabra
Territory (2017), as well as his work in the Art Department on the Bachelor and
Bachelorette Television reality series.

CAST
SARAH NICKLIN
Sarah Nicklin is an actress and producer with over 70
credits to her name, many of which fall into the Horror and
Scifi genres. Known as the “darling of indie horror”, some
top titles include Nun Of That, The Haunting Of Alice D, and
Exhumed. She studied theater at Emerson College while
starting to work in the New England film scene where she
met prolific genre director Richard Griffin. Griffin propelled
Nicklin into becoming a notable member of the indie film
scene, having been the lead in 9 of his internationally
distributed films. She moved to LA in 2011 and continues
to work in genre films both domestically and internationally
as well as expanding into TV and non-genre specific films.
Television reality series.
MICHAEL REED
Michael Reed was born on October 6th, 1976, in Chandler,
Arizona. The youngest of four boys, he grew up the son of
an Army father, traveling all over the US with a brief stint
in Butzbach, Germany. After graduating with a degree in
Theater, Michael made the decision to migrate to film. A few
notable roles include a day-player role in Missing William,
acting opposite Brandon Routh (Superman), starring in
Dark Feed which recently has seen world-wide distribution
by Lionsgate Entertainment, and starring in genre film The
Disco Exorcist, which made print and was labeled ‘DVD
of the Month’ in distinguished horror magazine Fangoria.
Currently a resident of Los Angeles.

MEGAN HENSLEY
Megan Hensley has been a part of features such as
The Crazies (Breck Eisner), The Center (Jonathon Demme),
The Haunting of Alice D (Jessica Sonneborn) and television
shows such as Hack my Life and My Crazy Ex as well as
commercials for Jack Links, Denny’s and Honda. She
is originally from Iowa and loves to rollerskate, write,
adventure and eat bomb ass bacon. To keep up with her
latest projects follow her on instagram at meghensley20
or at www.meganhensley.com. She is super stoked for the
world to finally see Chupacabra Territory!

CAST

JULIANNE TURA

Julianne Tura launched her film career with the cult
classic Bloody Bloody Bible Camp. She can also be found
starring in other cult favorites such as; The Haunting of
Alice D, Crack Whore the Movie, Werewolves in Heat,
Chastity Bites and other cult classics. In addition to her
roles in the horror genre Julianne is also a sketch comedy
writer and actress, which is showcased on her YouTube
channel, and an icon in the cosplay/nerd world under the
nickname Bonerbait on her ever growing Instagram.

ALEX HAYEK
Alex Hayek is an award winning actor and guitarist. By the
age of 8 years old he won the award for best paper mâché
dinosaur in his third grade class. Gaining the recognition
from his peers at such an early age, he set out to prove
that he could name all the planets in the solar system in
alphabetical order. Overcoming a problem with drugs and
alcohol at the age of 11, he stopped taking NyQuil and
went on to win first place at the talent show by lip syncing
to Def Leppard’s “Pour Some Sugar On Me”. Alex is known
for his ability to play a large range of characters including
Captain Jack in the spring break comedy “Highway to
Havasu” and Morgan in the horror/thriller Chupacabra
Territory. As well as an actor, he has played lead guitar in
multiple bands and toured the world doing it.

PIERRE KENNEL
Pierre Kennel is an actor who was born in Nebraska,
and raised in Texas. Performance has always been a
cornerstone of Pierre’s life. He moved to Los Angles
and began training intensely, starting with the Stanley
Mesneir conservatory, two- year program, followed with
UCB training to sharpen his improv skills. He then went
through four levels of training in television, with Lesley
Kahn. Pierre is presently studying at the Howard Fine
Acting Studio, fine tuning his stage work. He has been
booking roles throughout his time in LA, including ten
movies and four television episodes. With his talent
and roles on the rise, his biggest movie, Man Down,
was accepted into the 2015 Venice Film Festival for its’
World Premiere, followed by the Canadian premiere at
the Toronto Film Festival, the next week. The future only
looks bright, with numerous roles, including the upcoming
feature films, Return to Saturn and Reagan.
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Maltauro Entertainment was founded by producer Christopher D. Maltauro.
Recent feature films include Bloody Bloody Bible Camp starring Reggie Bannister
and Ron Jeremy written and directed by Vito Trabucco; The Haunting of Alice D
with Kane Hodder, Al Snow and Juan Riedinger written and directed by Jessica
Sonneborn; Never Open The Door with Jessica Sonneborn and Kristina Page
co-written and directed by Vito Trabucco. These titles are distributed in multiple
formats including DVD, Blu-Ray and digital download.
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